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ABSTRACT 

 This is a follow-on paper of our 2012and 2014 worki,ii.All papers have the same goal 
of providing a high-level concept that shows a Hybrid Suborbital Aircraft (HSA) can be used 
for passenger Point-To-Point (PTP) and Earth-To-Orbit (ETO) operations to achieve 
remarkable costs reductions.  In previous papers, we made broad assumptions on the 
characteristics of the air breathing engine operations as well as we neglected the heating 
effects of high Mach numbers on the aircraft structure.  In this paper we will take a very close 
look at several supersonic aircraft and validate their performance against our flight 
simulation program.  We will set ground rules and modify the equivalents of one of those 
aircraft to achieve our goals, which will be confirmed by our flight simulation program.  The 
basic goal of our aircraft is transporting 300+ passengers more than 5,000 miles or delivering 
a 200,000 lb gross weight upper stage and payload to the Karman line.  Such an upper stage 
delivered to the Karman line should be capable of transporting 40,000 lb to low earth orbit.  
By developing and operating two versions (a passenger PTP version and a ETO version) of the 
same aircraft we hope to show remarkable development and re-occurring cost savings can be 
achieved that couldn’t materialized if operated as a single function aircraft. 

·  In this paper we hope to determine: 
1. What is the optimum flight scheme?  

·  Do we utilize the air breathing engine to its greatest altitude and Mach number 
before we consume all remaining propellant in the rocket engine to achieve even 
greater speed and altitude and then glide as far as possible? OR 

·  Do we utilize the air breathing engine to its greatest altitude and Mach number; 
glide as far as possible, before kicking the air breathing engine on again at ~Mach 
1.1 to repeat process? 

2. What are the PTP flight range, flight path, wing loads, and inlet conditions of the different 
versions of a 675,000 lb gross weight PTP-HSA? 

3. What is the maximum staging speed and altitude a 675,000 lb gross weight ETO-HSA can 
transport an upper stage? 

4. In consideration of airport operations: 
·  What are the operations, maintenance, and propellant costs of a Subsonic vs 

Mach 2 engine vs one of the proposed flight schemes?   
·  Some people think that the Concorde was a commercial failure because of its high 

maintenance cost due to flying at Mach 2.  How would our vehicle be more of a 
commercial success than the Concorde? 

·  We are considering loading LH2, LOX, or Liquid methane at an airport, how is 
this done safely, quickly (less than 30 minutes), and cheaply? 

5. Our airplane could have rocket propulsion components:   
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·  The first concern is: The Space Shuttle required 6 months after landing before it 
could fly again, how could an airplane with a rocket engine and cryogenic tanks 
be made to fly within 30 minutes of landing? 

·  The second concern is:  Rockets seem to ALWAYS have launch delays, why 
would our airplane not have delays (even while in flight) now that it has rocket 
propulsion? 

6.  Compare the proposed system with the Andrews Space Peregrine reusable launch vehicle 
7. What are the strategic military advantages of having a civilian PTP-HSA with ETO 
capability? 
8.  Is a Mars mission on any given day possible? 
Future papers may focus on thermal heating of the aircraft during coasting (or re-entry) as 
well as material selection and other counter-thermal heating techniques. 

____________________________ 

*Space Propulsion Synergy Team and AIAA Member 

† Aerospace Technologist, NASA Kennedy Space Center, retired, and AIAA Senior Member.                                                                    

‡ ???????; member, Space Propulsion Synergy Team, and AIAA ?????.          
 

I. NOMENCLATURE 

PTP  = Point-To-Point 
HSA  = Hybrid Suborbital Aircraft 
ETO  = Earth-To-Orbit 
LEO  = Low Earth Orbit 
LOX  = Liquid Oxygen 
LH2  = Liquid Hydrogen 
Delta V  = delta velocity 
MTOW  = Mean Takeoff Weight 
US  = United States 
SUSTAIN = Small Unit Space Transport and Insertion 
#  = pounds or number 
K  = thousand 
M  = million 
B  = billion 
$  = dollars 
Ave  = average 
ACMI  = Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, and Insurance 
~  = approximately 
hr  = hour 
lb  = pound 
LNG  = Liquid Natural Gas 
a.k.a  = also known as 
PCM  = Passenger Compartment Module 
&  = and 
m/s  = meters per second 
Atm  = atmosphere 
psi  = pounds per square foot 
K  = Kelvin 
kg/m3  = kilograms per cubic meter 
km  = kilometer 
sec  = second 
PCM  = Passenger Compartment Module 
CBM   = Cargo Bay Module 
STM  = Space Tourism Module  
LCM  = Luggage Compartment Module  
OEPSS  = Operational Efficiency Propulsion System Study 
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II. BACKGROUND 

� Numerous studies have determined the advantages of an air launched Earth-To-Orbit launched system versus 
a non-air launched system.  Almost all air launched systems utilized a sub-sonic freight aircraft as a launch platform 
for a rocket propelled upper-stage.  The two biggest problems with this approach are: 

1. The upper stage must still accomplish a large delta-Vee.  If Low Earth Orbit is thought of at Mach 25, then 
the upper stage must achieve a delta-Vee of approximately Mach 24.  

2. Subsonic aircraft do not travel at very high altitudes; therefore, an air launched system must fight 
aerodynamic forces to separate from the air-breathing aircraft as well as travel in the atmosphere for a long time 
before it can behave as a typical upper stage. 
 

The authors have published a series of papers with the theme of developing a commercially successful, 
supersonic passenger aircraft that is specifically designed to be modified to air launched upper stages.  In previous 
papers, we introduced the concept of using a supersonic aircraft to transport an upper stage to a very high altitude, 
namely the Karman Line.  We also provided a modification of the fictitious supersonic aircraft whereby it contained 
liquid rocket engines that would ignite once the aircraft reached a designed cruising altitude and speed using 
conventional air breathing engines; in the first two papers, we chose 60,000 ft and Mach 2.Bear in mind that we are 
using the supersonic aircraft to perform much of the same launch vehicle functions as the first stage of a 20,000 lb 
payload class of launch vehicle, such as a Delta IV medium, an Atlas V 401, or a Falcon 9 v1.0.  To get a measure of 
the enormity to the re-occurring cost savings we are proposing, you should compare the costs of building, processing, 
and operating just the first stage and ground support equipment of those vehicles to the costs of operating a 
commercial aircraft. 

As we previously stated in that paper, most passenger aircraft (including supersonic aircraft) have propellant 
carrying capacity to travel for many hours after reaching cruising altitude since these same aircraft can reach cruising 
altitude and speed in less than 30 minutes.  We wish to utilize this propellant capacity to operate the liquid rocket 
engines while they propel the supersonic aircraft from cruising altitude to the Karman Line and beyond. 
 In that same previous paper, we provided the lower and upper limits on the costs of operating a commercial 
(747 size) aircraft via their Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, and Insurance (ACMI) and private charter rates as being 
between $4,600 and $60,000 per hour respectively.  We used this information to determine the lower and upper 
operating costs of using some sort of highly competitive, commercial, supersonic aircraft to launch our upper stage to 
the Karman Line as between $102,000 and $305,000; although in this paper you will see that that upper limit was 
more than doubled for the new concept vehicle that is larger and faster. 

Concepts for Earth-To-Orbit air-launched systems are usually presented with little regards to the commercial 
success of the aircraft.  In this paper, the commercial success of the aircraft is paramount to the successful 
operation of the launch system.  Instead of presenting just another launch vehicle concept to which we hope 
government funding would be secured to develop a launch vehicle to compete with existing systems, we will present a 
commercial passenger supersonic aircraft that can be easily modified to launch an upper stage.  Presently, there are no 
supersonic freight aircraft.  Therefore air launched systems are mostly limited to subsonic aircraft.  Furthermore, 
developing a supersonic aircraft (or flyback booster) for the single, limited purpose will be non-practical.  On the 
other hand, if a commercially successful supersonic aircraft could be developed, the cost of modifying a unit from the 
fleet would be a fraction of developing a single purpose, supersonic aircraft. 

What we finally concluded in that paper was that if our findings were within an order of magnitude of being 
correct, such a launch system would be a revolutionary leap in reducing the cost of going into orbit! 
�
Usual Problems with Developing an Earth-To-Orbit Air-Launched Vehicle 
 Most previous papers and proposals at developing an Earth-To-Orbit launch vehicle were always focused 
around the single purpose of placing a payload into orbit (i.e., the Pegasus L-1011 aircraft is mostly used to just 
launch the Pegasus and would not be commercially competitive in other aircraft markets without removing the 
Pegasus modifications.)  The first problem with this approach is the market for Earth-To-Orbit transportation is very 
small at approximately $2B per year for 28 commercial missions and just 70 total global launches (commercial, 
military, and government).  Such a small market results in a business case that is very difficult to justify the 
development cost of a reusable launch vehicle or technologies that would significantly lower the cost to orbit.  The 
second problem with most air launched vehicles is that they are subsonic.  Launching very large payloads at subsonic 
speeds is not a trivial task.  In addition, the amount of energy gained by subsonic air-launching is not very substantial 
especially since the upper stage will still need to “fly” through the atmosphere for a long while.  Therefore we are 
taking a totally different approach. 
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III:  GROUND RULES & VEHICLE SELECTION  
Our Different Approach at Developing an Earth-To-Orbit Air-Launched Vehicle / Flyback Booster 
 The authors have published a series of papers with the theme of developing a commercially successful, 
supersonic passenger aircraft that is specifically designed to be modified to air launched upper stages.  The 
commercial passenger airline industry absolutely dwarfs the Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) transportation market ($5,000B vs 
$2B) via 642 million passengers on 8.9 million airline flights each yeariii  vs less than 543iv to EVER go into space 
with a maximum of only 26 commercial space flights each year.  It was our desire to fly the upper stage and payload 
to supersonic cruising speed and altitude in 20 minutes after leaving the runway.  We would then either: 

1. Utilize the remaining fuel capacity in the aircraft to feed liquid rocket engines to push the aircraft to higher 
Mach numbers and/or extremely high altitudes so we could launch the upper stage without much adverse 
effects from wind drag.  OR 

2. Carry much less fuel for the aircraft and transfer the remaining fuel capacity to a larger upper stage.   
Originally, we proposed the modification of the retired Concorde since it was the only large supersonic aircraft, but 
since it wasn’t designed to be modified as such, it quickly became impractical for such an endeavor. 
 
Ground Rules and What We are Trying to Accomplish 

1. In order to obtain the least impact to airport operation, the 1st generation aircraft can only utilize standard 
aviation fuel (Jet-A); a 2nd generation aircraft could use liquid hydrogen (LH2).  If necessary, we would 
utilize water (as a coolant) and liquid oxygen (LOX) during extreme altitude or extreme Mach number 
operation. 

2. The aircraft should be modeled in passenger capacity, Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW), and range after 
the Boeing 2707v 

o 300 passengers 
o 675,000 lb MTOW 
o 312,500 lb = 46,575 gallons of Jet-A fuel 
o 6,000 mile range (the Boeing 2707 had a range of only 4,250 nm with 275 passengersvi) 
o NO bent nose (the Boeing 2707 nose bent in two places) 

3. Total Expected Revenue per flight:  $400,000 (300 passengers * $1,333average ticket price one-way) 
4. 6 flights per 16 hour work day = $2.4M revenue per work-day vs $2,324,638 for Qantas Flight 7 
5. Obtains very high altitude & high Mach then glides as far as possible OR cruises as Mach 5 
6. Target average velocity of Mach 6 
7. Minimum fleet size of 75 aircraft 
8. Maximum development cost of $15B 
9. Be easily modified to launch upper rocket stages (and payloads) at Mach 6+ or fly passengers on same day 
10. We have set a target of 20,000 lb (10 tons) of useful payload if flown due east from the National Aeronautics 

& Space Administration at the Kennedy Space Center (NASA-KSC) into a 100 mile circular orbit. 

To achieve these goals: 
·  The aircraft must be extremely adaptable by being able to convert from a passenger aircraft into an ETO air 

launcher and back into a passenger aircraft within one work shift 
·  Utilize the air inlet technique of the Concorde vs the SR-71 
·  Unlike the Boeing 2707 and similar to the Concorde, No horizontal stabilizer 
·  Unlike the Boeing 2707 and similar to the Concorde & Lockheed L2000-7B, No retractable wings 
·  Retractable forward canards like the TU-144 (the Concordski)vii 
·  Airplane wing should be designed to take advantage of compression lift, such as the wing design by the XB-

70 Valkyrie. 
·  A lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) that is at least 75% of the maximum theoretical L/D 
·  Use of aerospike engines on each wing with multiple combustion chambers for each engine 
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The Boeing 2707 design has a fuselage 
whose diameter varies over the cabin 
section. This is done to reduce the 
interference wave drag between wing and 
fuselage.  This was not done on the 
Concorde as it was felt that the increase in 
production costs would be too high. 

For our vehicle, having the same width 
fuselage is VERY important to how we load 
and unload aircraft. 
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IV:  FLIGHT SIMULATIONS 
We modified our flight simulation program which was originally created for Earth-To-Orbit rocket launches 

to incorporate air breathing engines and wings (no small feat).  We operated the flight simulation program multiple 
times to optimize range in a commercial passenger Point-To-Point operation.  We verified the accuracy of the results 
by utilizing the data of known aircraft (i.e., the Concorde and the SR-71) to make sure we obtained the same range 
and cruising altitude.  The results of those flight simulations are shown in the following figures.   

No matter which supersonic air breathing engine we chose, the greatest range of the Passenger Point-To-
Point operation was obtained when the aircraft flew to a high altitude and Mach number on air breathing engines (the 
first 18 minutes of a normal flight) then switched over to liquid rocket engines to obtain as high altitude and as great 
of Mach number as possible then to glide as far as possible (essentially we turned our aircraft into a flyback booster).  

We made a comparison between two vehicles that used rocket engines to travel to Mach 9.  One of the 
vehicles used wings to generate vertical lift while the rocket engine provided thrust in the horizontal direction.  
Another vehicle relied solely on the thrust of the rocket engine for both horizontal and vertical lift.  Although it should 
have seemed obvious for straight and level flight, the winged vehicle yielded more thrust going to the horizontal axis 
than the rocket vehicle as a result of the lift-to-drag ratio provided by the wing.  However, the benefit is less 
pronounced with increasing Mach numbers and greater thrust. 
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Total Flight Simulation Time:  3,663 seconds 
Average Mach #:   4.2 
Average velocity:  1,405 m/s 
Average Altitude:  46,278 meters 
Beginning/Maximum/Final Aircraft Energy:  21,200 / 632,200 / 84,540Megajoules  (Energy gained and used by 
aircraft to coast/glide as far as possible as well as this is the energy that will heat up the fuselage and leading edges.) 
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Total Flight Simulation Time:  4,580 seconds 
Average Mach #:   5.44 
Average velocity:  1,816 m/s 
Average Altitude:  48,600 meters 
Beginning/Maximum/Final Aircraft Energy:  21,200 / 1,022,600 / 79,500MJ  (62% more energy than LOX/Jet-A 
system) 
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2nd Generation Boeing 2707 aircraft with LOX-LH2 engines 
Flight Simulation Time from Mach 1 to Apex:  274 seconds 
Maximum G loading:   2.84 
Maximum Mach #:  7.71 
Maximum velocity: 2,092 m/s 
Maximum Altitude: 179,162 meters 
Maximum Aircraft Energy:  712,861 MJ  (Maximum energy of aircraft and payload) 
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V:  Aircraft Conversion 
How do we quickly convert a Passenger Aircraft into a Freighter? 
 We start with an aircraft that has a flat fuselage except for the flight deck compartment; please see figure 17 
below.  With this clean deck, we can attach four (48 ft long) Passenger Compartment Modules (PCM) that each 
carry 75 passengers.  The PCM are totally self-contained and include everything from passenger chairs, windows, 
galleys, bathrooms, HVAC, oxygen, CO2 absorbing LiOH canisters, pressurization system and doorways, and 
parachutes large enough to support a single PCM.  If a leak or some other problem occurs in one module, the 
passengers can run into another module and seal off the problem PCM.   
PCM Benefits 

SAFETY:  Passengers SURVIVE mid-air catastrophes.  During any emergency (e.g., a shooter or bomb on 
board, a frozen pitot tube, a suicidal pilot, vehicle fatigue, etc), the PCMs would be jettisoned and hopefully will float 
to the earth on the parachutes. 

AIRPORT OPERATIONS :  PCM are removed at airport with passengers & luggage and are transported to 
connecting flight and loaded separately after plane is fueled.  Passengers are moved with PCM at connecting airports; 
no more dashing across airport to catch a connecting flight (for most people). 

1st CLASS PASSENGERS:   1st class passengers may be housed in their own (private) PCM and never 
come into contact with other passengers; by doing so, airlines could charge these “rock stars” as much as private jets.   
 
 The aircraft can be quickly converted into a freighter by removing 1 or more PCM and replacing with a 
Cargo Bay Module (CBM) AFTER the cargo has been attached to the deck.  The CBM is not airtight because it is 
merely sides and powered cargo doors that closely resemble the Space Shuttle Cargo Bay with its big cargo bay doors. 
 A third variation on the modules would be a sub-orbital Space Tourism Module (STM) that would 
essentially be a PCM without most of the passenger chairs and galleys.  A STM would allow space tourists to fly 
along with Earth-To-Orbit payloads who want the experience of going into space (but only for a few minutes).  After 
the aircraft has delivered the ETO upper stage and payload, the aircraft could fly very long parabolic arcs to give the 
space tourists many minutes of weightlessness. 
 The PCM, CBM, and STM and ETO upper stages could be designed to be loaded onto the aircraft via a rail 
system.  Rails would be permanently installed along the edge of the fuselage by which the modules and upper stages 
could be very quickly rolled onto and off of the aircraft.  The ETO upper stages would be loaded onto self-contained 
carts with wheels that match the railing on the aircraft; the carts and CBM stay with the aircraft after the upper stage is 
deployed.  The carts would travel to the satellite manufacturer and be modified to provide whatever air conditioning, 
power, and communication as seen fit by them for the 30 minute ride until deployment. 

It is quite conceivable that an aircraft could complete 6 PTP missions during first and second shifts of one 
day, then off-load the PCMs, and load an upper stage & payload with a CBM.  If designed properly, the aircraft could 
launch the upper stage and return to the same airport and exchange the CBM for PCM and be ready for PTP service 
before the next morning shift. 

If luggage is not housed in the same PCM as the passengers, it may be housed in a separate compartment 
module at the extreme rear of the aircraft.  The Luggage Compartment Module (LCM) is a pressurized 
compartment that is between the last PCM and the Vertical Stabilizer.  Because it is a compartment, it can be rapidly 
loaded and unloaded with the passengers without interruption of the hazardous fueling service.   
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One of four 48’ long PCM detached 
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12’ dia x 96’ LH2 tank 
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VI:  Airport Operations: 
1. What are the operations, maintenance, and propellant costs of a Subsonic vs Mach 2 engine 

vs one of the proposed flight schemes?  

2. Some people think that the Concorde was a commercial failure because of its high 
maintenance cost due to flying at Mach 2.  How would our vehicle be more of a commercial 
success than the Concorde? 

Flight Operations Comparison:  Based upon historical evidence, the operations and maintenance costs of a subsonic 
and a Mach 2+ vehicle would be fairly close to equal (say 20%) IF they have a similar flight rate.  Fundamentally 
the Operations are the same and the Maintenance is not much more for Mach 2 once you operate it out of the very low 
flight rate scenario.  As an example only 7 British Airline Concordes made 50,000 flights in 27.17 years or 5 flights 
per week per planexii.  On the other hand, every day ~1,300 Boeing 777 aircraft are taking offxiii .   
 
Development Cost Amortization 

1,852 Boeing 777 have been orderedxiv and each cost an average of ~$290M.  Develop costs were stated as 
$5.5Bxv or ~$3M per Boeing 777 that has been ordered.  If each aircraft makes only 1 flight per work day, the 
amortization of the development cost spread out over 10 years would amount to $1,545 per flight.  Since the Boeing 
777 holds 400 passengers, the development cost would amount to less than $4 per passenger. 

On the other hand, the development cost of the Concorde was £1.134 billion in 1970 or £37.31B today, 
which equals $57.31B in 2015 money.  Spreading £1.134 billion over 50,000 flights for BA and 28,000 flights for Air 
France amounts to £14,538 per flight in 1976 money, which is approximately the cost of 2 or 3 seats aboard the 100 
passenger aircraft.  However, when the £1.134 billion was divided among the 2.5 million passengers, we see that the 
development cost amounts to no more than £454 (~$900) per passenger.  BA and Air France had their respective 
governments take care of the development cost so even this $900 per passenger wasn’t burdened by them.  So in order 
to reduce the cost per aircraft, or per flight, or per passenger, we need to produce more than 1,000 aircraft that can 
hold 200 to 300 passengers and fly every day resulting in a development cost that doesn’t affect the cost of the round-
trip flight. 
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Propellant cost / flight will be a little different with the Mach 2 vehicle versus a subsonic vehicle unless a 
significantly different type of propulsion system than the afterburning turbojet utilized on the Concorde is 
employed.  The Concorde spent most of its time cruising with no afterburner at higher altitudes than subsonic jets.  
The Concorde (with 1969 technology) consumed roughly 20% more fuel than a modern Boeing 777 with 1994 
technology.  One could speculate that improvements could be made to a modern Mach 2 engine to reduce the fuel 
consumption to a point that it would be cheaper and safer to fly than our technique with a rocket engine and long 
coast.  However, we found via our simulation program that our aircraft uses nearly ¼ as much fuel with rocket engines 
than just air breathing engines.  Since LOX is so cheap at $0.04/lb (and a renewable energy source), its cost is within 
the margin of error. 
 
Why should our new supersonic aircraft be any more successful than the Concorde? 

The real key to economic viability is the number of passengers the vehicle carries and the average price of a 
ticket.  The Concorde carried roughly 100 passengers while a Boeing 777 carries roughly 400 passengers.  Therefore a 
ticket on the Concorde would have to average 4-5 times that of a ticket on a 777.  Is that a reasonable expectation for a 
Mach 2+ vehicle (with all “First Class” seating)?  First Class tickets on a subsonic vehicle are 2X the cost of the 
average ticket and that people would be willing to pay another 2X to fly supersonically so it is not out of reach. 

Three biggest problems with Concorde were: 
1. That it only flew at Mach 2, which means it only saved 4 hours versus a 7 hour trip via subsonic aircraft  
2. Because it flew supersonic, it couldn’t fly over land and, 
3. It held only 100 passengers, which means its fixed costs were higher than a 300 passenger aircraft. 

 
We hope to fix all of these problems with our proposed aircraft because: 

1. Our 1st generation flies at an average speed of Mach 4.2 (2nd generation at Mach 5.44), which hopefully will 
provide a savings in time that is more than the higher cost of the ticket.   

2. Our aircraft flies at an altitude of more than 151,000 ft vs the 60,000 ft altitude for the Concorde; thus, we should 
fly high enough that a sonic boom can not be heard on ground and travel overland is permitted. 

3. Our aircraft carries 300 passengers, which will divide the fix cost of travel to a point that a much larger fleet will 
be demanded.   

4. By using an aircraft with a much larger MTOW (i.e., 675,000 lb vs 410,000 lb) our launch system can deliver 45 
klb of useful mass to LEO vs less than 26 klbs with the Concorde sized aircraft with a standard non-reusable 
upper stage.  But, as a result of using a much larger aircraft, we can create a totally reusable upper stage and still 
deliver at least 20,000 lb of useable payload to LEO with tremendous cost savings. 

 
We are considering loading LH2, LOX, or Liquid methane at an airport, how is this done 
safely, quickly (less than 30 minutes), and cheaply? 
 Highly qualified personnel would be in charge of loading LOX and liquid methane.  No such fueling 
operations would be able to take place while there are people on board the aircraft, even though Jet fuel is sometimes 
loaded while passengers are on board.   

We recognize that loading LOX on board an aircraft will make for a very hazardous situation.  And we don’t 
think it will be possible to conduct such operations close to the airport gates as is conducted today with jet fuel.  
Instead, we think LOX and all other propellants will be loaded on board the aircraft a great distance away (the other 
side of the airport).  A trade study is needed to determine how to load the flight crew, passengers, and luggage on 
board the aircraft.   

·  One possibility is to send the flight crew and passengers out to the aircraft via a tram, bus, PCM, or some 
other means AFTER the aircraft is fully fueled and ready for take-off.   

·  Another possibility is to unload the passengers at the gate, tow the aircraft behind a blast wall and/or blast 
pit, then tow the aircraft to the gate after fueling operations, and finally load flight crew and passengers. 

This inconvenience will only occur during take-offs.  When the aircraft lands, it will only be powered by normal 
turbo-jet engines and can travel straight to a gate close to the terminal as is commonly done.  However, the previous 
statement is only speculation and further study would be necessary to confirm in future papers. 

It is also recognized that requiring a separate gate and/or terminal in order to fuel and board fight crew and 
passengers will not be convenient, popular, or cheap at most airports.  But since only major airports will need long 
distant supersonic service, the requirement for an isolated departure gate may be within reason. 
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VII: FLIGHT RELIABILITY WITH ROCKET PROPULSION COMP ONENTS 
1. The first concern is: The Space Shuttle required 6 months after landing before it could fly again, how 

could an airplane with a rocket engine and cryogenic tanks be made to fly within 30 minutes of 
landing?   

·  The component reliability values must be increased to match airline values to avoid parts 
replacement between flights and have an automatic functional systems verification system that 
gives you a green light before each flight.  Avoid engine special start requirements such as the 
engine temperature start box, i.e., if pumps are a part of the tankage in a submerged sump this will 
eliminate the operational problems.  Many of these issues were thoroughly discussed and addressed 
within a NASA program referred to as Operational Efficient Propulsion System Study (OEPSS).  
Within OEPSS, we determined among other things that if we avoid engine special start 
requirements such as the engine temperature start box, i.e., if pumps are a part of the tankage in a 
submerged sump, this will eliminate the operational problems.  Two of the authors of this paper 
were involved with OEPSS and one was the NASA-KSC study managerxvi. 

 
2. The second concern is:  Rockets seem to ALWAYS have launch delays, why would our airplane not 

have delays (even while in flight) now that it has rocket propulsion?  What are some examples of 
rockets that were launched fairly quickly? 

·  The McDonnell Douglas Delta Clipper Experimental (DC-X) rocket was able to land, be refueled, 
and launched again within 26 hoursxvii. 

·  Another example would be the Ascent Stage of the Lunar Module.  Although the ascent stage had 
already been fully checked out on ground, when it came time for lift-off, a simple count-down was 
all that was needed.   

 
3. Flight reliability 

Which has a higher flight reliability; a rocket engine that only needs to operate for 335 seconds then allowing 
the aircraft to glide for 70 minutes or a 4-engine aircraft that must operate over open ocean for 16 hours per 
flight, such as Qantas flight 7 shown in the figure to the right?  We have designed our aircraft so that the 
passenger compartments are self-sufficient and can be can be jettisoned if anything happens to the aircraft.  
Any problem with any other modern jet and all of the passengers will share the same fate.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compare the proposed system with the Andrews Space Peregrine reusable 
launch vehicle 
 It seems only obvious that we must compare the proposed vehicle to the Andrews Space Peregrine Reusable 
Launch Vehiclexviii .  The Peregrine is an excellent design and we share many similar features of using air breathing 
engines on an aircraft to propel the aircraft and upper stage to some high speed, high altitude condition where 
Lox/Kerosene rocket engines boost the aircraft to some high Mach number and high altitude until the upper stage is 
deployed.  We also share the same feature of using the same air breathing engines to provide a powered landing for 
the aircraft at the end of the missions.  That is where the similarities end. 

1. Our system focuses on dual use of the aircraft while the Peregrine appears to be single purpose.  As a result: 
o Our aircraft can be utilized 6 times per day for passenger services and once per night for ETO 

missions 
o The Peregrine can only be utilized to carry the 28 commercial missions per year; resulting in much 

higher fixed cost per mission. 
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2. Our aircraft is derived from existing aircraft (or at least existing prototypes of aircraft); the Peregrine appears 
to be a totally original designed aircraft, which could mean more development cost 

3. Our system uses 3 times more thrust from the air breathing engines.  We can only assume our aircraft has 3 
times Maximum Take-Off Weight, which means our upper stage can be at least 3 times more massive.   

4. Our upper stage is deployed from a payload bay while the Peregrine is deployed from a bomb bay.  It is 
unknown if one deployment system is better than the other. 

5. Our flat fuselage design will accommodate changes in the Cargo Bay Module for oversized and odd size 
payloads; the Peregrine bomb bay dimensions wouldn’t appear to be easily changed. 

6. Our system emphasizes LOX-LH2 upper stage (and LOX-LH2 aircraft rocket engines for the 2nd generation) 
while the Peregrine currently shows only solid rocket propulsion for the upper stage.  

7. Because our system can deliver a much larger total mass to orbit, it only makes sense that some of that orbital 
capability be used for a reusable upper stage while still delivering a minimum of 10 tons of useful payload to 
orbit.  Since the Peregrine is 1/3 the size and uses less efficient solid propellants for the upper stage, it’s very 
doubtful if such an upper stage system could ever be within an order of magnitude in cost per pound of our 
reusable system. 

 
 

What are the strategic military advantages of having a civilian PTP-HSA with 
ETO capability? 
 Why is the proposed system important to the US military?  If the proposed aircraft can be operated at a profit 
as a commercial passenger service aircraft for the 1st class, business, and premium economy passengers, then there 
should be no reason why a very large fleet of such aircraft is not deployed across the USA as well as USA friendly 
nations.  Since any and every one the proposed aircraft can be used for Earth-To-Orbit missions, then on any given 
day 

• On any given day:  6,000 sorties will transport 300 passengers at least 4,000 miles (1.8 million 
passengers daily)  

• On any given day:  1,000 sorties could take place to remove 1,000 enemy satellites or 1,000 pieces of 
orbital debris via each sortie spraying tons of water in their pathway 

• On any given day:  1,000 sorties could launch 1,000 replacement satellites.   
• One any given day: 1,000 sorties could each send 100 ton military payloads from above the 

KARMAN line to fulfill the requirements of SUSTAIN (Small Unit Space Transport And Insertion)xix 
or project Hot Eaglexx. 

Because passenger flights would be very short (~2.5 hours gate-to-gate), there would be little need to serve 
meals; thus reducing costs.  In similar reasoning, when the cost of getting into orbit has been dramatically reduced 
while the availability of getting into orbit has skyrocket, it would only make sense that the required reliability of 
satellites would dramatically fall along with their cost.  Why spend $million on satellite reliability when you can 
easily replace your satellite? 

 
MARS MISSION ON ANY GIVEN DAY 

On any given day, a mission to Mars would be possible at a fraction of the cost for launch operations; instead 
of launching 10-100 ton SLS rockets, we could launch 100-10 ton payloads to LEO with our fleet of aircraft.  If we 
consider the 2nd generation HSA with a totally reusable upper stage; as stated before, the HSA can bring in $1.2M per 
shift in revenue so the cost of using the HSA during the off shift to launch ETO mission shouldn’t be more expensive 
since propellant is only needed once instead of 3 times.  In similar manner, a totally reusable upper stage should have 
a marginal cost that is one tenth as much as the cost of a Centaur, which is approximate $28M each.  Therefore, the 
total cost of launching 10 tons of useful payload into LEO should be between $4M and $12M or roughly $200 to 
$600/lb.   
 
 

VIII:  CONCLUSION  
This work was performed to satisfy the opportunity promoted in the author’s “Space Billets” paperxxi.  In that 

paper we learn that remarkable space accomplishments (such as 5 lunar manned missions per year) can be made at the 
same funding level as we currently spend on the ISS if a launch vehicle could be developed that could conduct 100’s 
of missions per year at $1,000 per pound to LEO.  As shown above, each of the proposed aircraft is capable of 
conducting over a 1,000 missions per year.  Plus, the cost of this vehicle concept to deliver payload to LEO is much 
less than $1,000/lb.  Therefore, this launch system should easily fulfill the opportunity delineated in the Space Billets 
paper, which means the proposed Supersonic Aircraft working within the Space Billets funding arrangement will 
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return this nation to a leadership role as a space faring nation as well as get us on track to move the manned space 
program away from a strictly government endeavor to a healthy commercial industry. 

It is our desire that we have provided ample evidence to prove that there is some merit to an aircraft that is 
propelled by a rocket engine to very high Mach numbers and very high altitude to achieve great average speed and 
reduced costs.  This paper should provide convincing evidence that such an aircraft would be extremely competitive in 
the commercial passenger mid-range Point-To-Point markets.  We hope that we also proved that if the aircraft has a 
modular design (for safety) that it could be converted into a “flyback booster” for Earth-To-Orbit launch operations at 
extremely little expense and no impact to daily PTP passenger service. 

Very recently, Boeing forecast the demand for 38,050 new airplanes valued at $5.6 Trillion over the next 20 
yearsxxii.   We hope we showed that much of that demand can be fulfill with this patent pending aircraft.  Now is the 
time for a new supersonic aircraft to be developed to meet this demand.  Now is the time to develop an Earth-To-Orbit 
supersonic air launcher that can finally move us away from missile technology to a totally reusable ETO system.  We 
hope that you agree that only because the aircraft is designed for the gigantic commercial PTP passenger market, that 
there is finally a financial rationale for developing a supersonic air launcher for ETO market. 

The next step with this concept is for the aviation industry to take a closer look, fund an in-depth study, and 
conduct experiments to prove the concept so that aviation takes its next logical step.  Otherwise, passenger service 
will be stuck at sub-sonic speeds for many years to come, but most importantly, the cost of going into space and the 
envision of thousands of visitors per year to a space hotel will not be practical with the current foreseeable evolution 
of missile derived launch systems. 
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